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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The City of Belmont recognises the value of ensuring the continued sustainability of its 
commercial centres.  This is consistent with the factors influencing liveability detailed in the 
Network City Community Planning Strategy for Perth and Peel for 2030.  Of specific note in 
this regard are those factors consisting of employment, interaction, urban form, location of 
services and facilities and local role and function.

This report examines the current statutory context and associated actions in regard to 
commercial uses in the City of Belmont and identifies the key planning issues facing the City.  
From that basis constraints are detailed and opportunities for improvement outlined.

A number of recommendations arise from the Strategy:

Belmont Regional Centre

 Permit the continued expansion of Shop Retail floorspace in the Town Centre zone 
and surrounding Town Centre Frame area following the preparation of an Economic 
Impact Statement and endorsement of such by the WAPC.  Any such expansion in 
the Town Centre zone should be intended or likely to contribute towards the Town 
Centre’s region-serving role and supported by an overall development plan which 
ensures a “main street” development format.

 Continue to encourage and facilitate to the maximum practicable degree the 
redevelopment of the Belmont District Shopping Centre.

 Ensure that all development within the Town Centre Frame takes the form of “main 
street” development for the purposes of implementing Clause 5.4 of the Metropolitan 
Centres Policy.

 Facilitate and encourage additional Shop Retail floorspace expansion in the Town 
Centre Frame, in accordance with the requirements of Clause 5.4 of the Metropolitan 
Centres Policy.

 Facilitate and encourage additional office, mixed use and recreational developments 
within the Town Centre Frame.

 Except for the Abernethy Road frontage, do not permit showrooms within the Town 
Centre zone or the Town Centre Frame, unless their size and design is consistent 
with the objective of creating a “main street” environment.

 Encourage and facilitate the development of showrooms within the Mixed Business 
zone.

Neighbourhood and Local Centres

 Acknowledge the potential importance of the neighbourhood and local centres and 
continue to strenuously encourage and facilitate their revitalisation through such 
initiatives as the Shopping Centre Revitalisation Project.

 Leverage the projected future population growth within the City to actively facilitate 
(through zoning and other means) medium and high density residential 
redevelopment within at least a 200 metre radius of each neighbourhood/local centre.
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 Protect the neighbourhood and local centres by consistently ensuring that no further 
retail development likely to serve primarily neighbourhood/local markets is permitted 
other than in a neighbourhood/local centre.

 The Kooyong Road and Belvidere Street/Epsom Avenue neighbourhood centres 
should also be encouraged to upgrade and increase their attractiveness through the 
preparation of ‘Urban Design Concept Plans’.

 Provide proportional financial and other appropriate incentives to serious proponents 
of neighbourhood/local centre upgrading.

 While encouraging the development of a new local convenience centre within Ascot 
Waters itself, the proposal for an additional retail development on Lot 713 Grandstand 
Road should no longer form part of any commercial strategy.

 The following Local Centres should be positively encouraged to remain at about their 
present sizes and function, but be modernised and otherwise improved where 
practicable:

- Wright Street (corner Wright Street / Orrong Road)
- Belmont Square (corner Orrong Road / Oats Street)
- Love Street (corner Love Street / Firby Street)
- Eastgate Commercial Centre (corner Great Eastern Highway and Kooyong 

Road)

 The following Local Centres should preferably be retained at their current sizes, but 
may be allowed to downsize through suitable redevelopment proposals to contain 
local convenience retail floorspace of no less than 200 sqm:

- Belmay (corner Sydenham Street / Epsom Avenue)
- Belgravia Street (corner Gabriel Street)
- Francisco Street (corner Acton Avenue)

Ideally, any proposal to downsize a local centre should be limited.  

 The corner shop at 397 Belmont Avenue (near the corner of Kew Street) could be 
allowed to be phased out entirely, should the owners wish to do so.

 Notwithstanding the clear preferences for specific neighbourhood and local centres 
expressed above, this Strategy proposes to maintain a flexible approach that will in 
the final analysis allow the market to operate reasonably freely in relation to 
neighbourhood/local centre expansions, contractions and other potential 
redevelopment scenarios.  Any reasonable proposal will be considered on its 
individual merits, and will be treated favourably if the net effect on the quality, quantity 
and/or distribution of neighbourhood/ local centres within the City is likely to be 
improved as a result.

Great Eastern Highway Commercial

 No additional supermarkets or convenience stores should be permitted other than 
those currently existing or firmly planned.  However, given the failure of the Tibradden 
Local Centre to develop any retail floorspace, consideration could be given to 
allowing up to 300m2 retail floorspace within the existing office/showroom 
development located abutting at 398 Great Eastern Highway.

 Additional Shop Retail uses should not be permitted; the only retail uses that should 
be permitted in the Highway Commercial complexes are designated Other Retail 
uses.

 Office/Business uses of high quality appearance should continue to be encouraged.
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 Opportunities should be seized through the development control process to, wherever 
possible, rationalise and improve traffic access to commercial properties on the 
highway.

 More frequent safe pedestrian crossing points should be provided on the Highway.

Perth Airport

 That any retail development proposed on airport land be considered within the 
context of the wider commercial centres network both regionally and locally.  
Appropriate zoning and landuse controls compatible with the City’s Local Planning 
Scheme should be pursued as a priority.
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1.1. INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) requires all local governments to 
prepare a local commercial strategy, in accordance with the Metropolitan Centres Policy.  

Commercial Strategies are intended to be non-statutory and used as a basis for preparing 
and amending Town Planning Schemes and assessing commercial development 
applications. 

A Draft Commercial Strategy was prepared in April 1999 for the City by Shrapnel Planning.  
The Draft Strategy was modified by the City and was adopted by Council on the 12 June 
2000.  The Commission granted approval to the Strategy subject to modifications on the 
3 July 2002.

The existing Commercial Strategy requires review, and will be a supporting document to the 
Town Planning Scheme.  

2.2. THETHE  STUDYSTUDY  AREAAREA

The primary study area is the municipality of the City of Belmont, which occupies some 
40 square kilometres between Perth’s Central Business District and major airport.  Map 1 
shows the location of the City of Belmont within the context of the Perth Metropolitan Region.

The secondary study area is the Perth Metropolitan Region as a whole.  This metropolitan 
context is important because the Belmont Town Centre zone is a regional centre with a trade 
area extending well beyond the boundaries of the municipality.  The computerised 
commercial centres model utilised for the purposes of this strategy encompasses the entire 
Region and incorporates a full set of regional population and retail floorspace estimates.
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3.3. NATIONAL,NATIONAL,  STATESTATE  ANDAND  LOCALLOCAL  CONTEXTCONTEXT

3.1 National Context

3.1.1 Retail Policies
There are no national retail policies which impact on the City’s Local Commercial Strategy.

Notwithstanding the above, there has been a new national retail trend emerging over the last 
few years as large retail outlets continue to try and establish stores in non retail areas.  There 
have been a number of court and planning tribunal decisions in the Eastern States and 
Western Australia relating to large retail outlets.  

3.1.2 Perth Airport
Information on Perth Airport is included under the National Context section as it is exempt 
from local and state planning controls.  

On 2 July 1997, the Commonwealth Government of Australia sold Westralia Airports 
Corporation the 50-year lease, plus a 49-year option, to manage and develop Perth Airport. 
The leasing arrangements are set out under the Commonwealth Airports Act 1996 (the Act) 
and Airport Regulations (the Regulations).  In accordance with the Act, WAC is required to 
have a Master Plan and an Environment Strategy reviewed and approved every five years by 
the Commonwealth Minister for Transport and Regional Services.

The approved 1999 Perth Airport Master Plan was reviewed and replaced with a new Master 
Plan 2004. That plan was approved by the Federal Minister for Transport and Regional 
Services on 10 August 2004.

The Non-aeronautical section of the Master Plan reviews the approved 1999 Master Plan 
and outlines a strategy for the airport’s 997 hectares of non-aeronautical property (of which 
approximately 700 hectares is available for development), which is defined as land surplus to 
passenger and aviation related requirements.

The purpose of the Non-aeronautical strategy is to provide strategic development direction 
which is guided by sound on-airport and off-airport planning principles.

Both planning and development objectives drive the non-aeronautical property strategy.  The 
planning objectives are:

 “integrates the airport’s overall development strategy and aeronautical 
requirements;

 accommodates the planning constraints unique to airport property such as the 
Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF), Obstacle Limitation Surfaces 
(OLS) and the Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Aircraft Operations 
(PANS-OPS) surfaces, that place land use conditions and building height 
limitations on applicable commercial properties;

 accommodates natural heritage areas on the airport through sensitive planning, 
integration and preservation of natural bush land areas;

 respects and supports current regional and local planning principles and 
concerns as outlined in the Metropolitan Regional Scheme (MRS) and Town 
Planning Schemes;
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 respects and supports the planning efforts of airport neighbours such as the 
City of Swan, the City of Belmont, and the Shire of Kalamunda; and

 fosters and supports sustainable development within the airport property using 
the latest planning principles and supports the economic development of the 
region.”

The City’s approach has been that all precincts detailed under the Master Plan should be 
progressed using a structure plan and planning guidelines approach.  

3.2 State Context

3.2.1 Metropolitan Centre Policy Statement for the Perth Metropolitan Region
The purpose of this Policy is to provide a broad regional framework for the location and 
development of retail and commercial activities in the metropolitan region.

The policy is intended to provide a guide for centre development that is flexible enough to 
enable commercial development to respond to market conditions and has a degree of 
certainty to assist in commercial investment decisions.

The objectives of the policy are to establish a hierarchy of well-located centres in the 
metropolitan region that will:

 promote the Perth central area as the dominant centre and the primary focus for 
retail, commercial, cultural, entertainment and tourist facilities; 

 promote regional centres as important suburban centres offering a focus for the 
community by providing a mix of retail, office, entertainment, recreation and 
community facilities; 

 promote district centres to meet the weekly shopping and service needs of the 
community including the provision of offices and community facilities; 

 promote neighbourhood centres, local centres and corner shops as performing a vital 
role in providing the day-to-day convenience shopping for the neighbourhood as well 
as an important focus for neighbourhood services and community facilities;

 encourage centres to be developed as the focus of the community and employment 
activities comprising a range of appropriate commercial and community uses; 

 ensure that centres are highly accessible, of a high standard of urban design and 
developed with due regard to the residential amenity of the locality; 

 encourage local governments to develop local planning strategies to provide detailed 
planning mechanisms to implement the objectives of this policy; and 

 provide policy measures and guidelines for the planning and design of centre 
developments.

The Policy describes different types of centres according to a hierarchy, and also provides 
guidelines for shopping floor space depending on the type of centre.   
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The Policy includes specific recommendations for each type of centre as summarised in the 
table below:

Type of Centre Function Recommended Floorspace 
(NLA – Nett Leasible Area) 
under Metropolitan Centre 

Policy
Regional Centre Belmont has a regional centre which 

provides a predominantly retail 
function but also includes 
entertainment facilities.  

50,000 NLA unless consistent 
with a Commission endorsed 
Local Planning Strategy or 
Centre Plan.  

District Centre District centres should serve the 
weekly shopping and service needs 
of the suburban population.  

15,000m2 NLA unless 
consistent with a Commission 
endorsed Local Planning 
Strategy or Centre Plan

Neighbourhood 
& Local Centres

Neighbourhood and Local Centres 
range from corner stores to small 
centres.  They provide convenience 
retailing.  Neighbourhood centres 
can also accommodate small offices, 
community, health and welfare 
facilities.  

Generally confined to 4,500m2 
NLA unless consistent with a 
Commission endorsed Local 
Planning Strategy or Centre 
Plan.  

The Policy is currently under review.

3.2.2 Proceedings - Large Format Retail Forum
The Western Australian Planning Commission held a forum on the 29 April 2005 on large 
format retail outlets.  The Forum provided an opportunity to Local and State Government 
planners to discuss issues relating to this type of retail outlet.  

The Commission published a document on the proceedings of the Forum however no 
recommendations are made in the report.  

3.2.3 Model Scheme Text
The Model Scheme Text (MST) is set out in Appendix B of the Town Planning Regulations 
1967.  The Model Scheme text consists of a set of core provisions for local and district town 
planning schemes which are intended to be applied consistently across the State.  Outside 
the core provisions there is scope to vary the planning content to suit local circumstances. 

The MST includes a number of retail landuse definitions including definitions for retail, shop 
and showroom.  

3.2.4 Western Australian Planning Commission – Liveable Neighbourhoods 
Community Design Codes (Edition 3)

The Liveable Neighbourhoods operational policy has been in effect since February 1998. 
Since that time developers have been able to choose the policy as an alternative to current 
Western Australian Planning Commission policies for the design and assessment of 
subdivisions and structure plans.
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As a result, the principles and objectives of Liveable Neighbourhoods, along with more 
sustainable development practices, have been applied in many new development areas. 
Notwithstanding that the Codes are intended for new development areas, many of the 
principles can be applied to existing developed areas.

Liveable Neighbourhoods Edition 3 outlines a number of design strategies relating to retail 
areas.  It is designed to support and complement the Metropolitan Centres Policy.  

In brief, with specific regard to retail areas, the Codes detail:

 Recognition that the Town Centre acts as a district level community focus with a 
compatible mix of uses providing a range of weekly shopping needs, community 
facilities and significant non retail employment;

 Recognition that the neighbourhood centres cater more for the daily convenience 
needs of a community;

 States that neighbourhood centres should provide opportunities for an appropriate 
range of other business uses;

 A focus on walkable mixed use communities that are well served by services, facilities 
and public transport, and designed to create a special sense of place for each 
community;

 To provide local employment opportunities and associated commercial facilities;
 A key element of Liveable Neighbourhoods is locating small local and neighbourhood 

centres within walking distance of most dwellings (400-500m);
 Recognition that is it is better to have fewer neighbourhood centres with better 

viability.

3.2.5 Network City
In 2004 the State Government launched Network City after widespread consultation.  The 
community plan that was produced outlines a change in direction for planning in Perth.

The Network City accepts that liveable cities have the following features:

 clean, green, attractive and distinctive;
 good public transport and pedestrian systems;
 equitable, inclusive, safe and prosperous;
 provides high standards of housing, education and health care;
 maintains high levels of employment;
 tolerant and embraces diversity;
 culturally and intellectually stimulating; and
 gives people a sense of identity, pride and belonging.

The Dialogue process has identified a number of key liveability factors valued by Perth 
people, including:

 standard of living (value in the housing market etc);
 lifestyle (casual, friendly, outdoor etc);
 space (lots of parks, the beach, uncrowded etc);
 the natural environment (river, ocean, hills etc);
 environmental ‘health’ (comparatively little air pollution and congestion etc); and
 accessibility to housing, services and employment (affordable, diverse, choice etc).
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Figure 3.1 from Network City is reproduced below and shows factors both positively and 
negatively impacting on liveability.

Source: Network City: Community Planning Strategy for Perth and Peel

Principles relating to businesses and broadly to retail centres are incorporated within the 
Network City Community Planning Strategy for Perth and Peel for 2030.  

The following strategies are relevant;

 Strategy 3-16 requires “Encourage the local mixing of uses, to reduce the overall 
need for people to travel between their places of residence, employment and 
recreation”.

 Strategy 4-3 requires “Build new, and revitalize existing, employment centres”. 
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Extract Network City Framework

The framework shows ‘Other Activity Centres’ located within Belmont in Kewdale, the District 
Centre, central Belmont and at the Airport.  It also identifies the area as having many 
opportunities to strengthen networks and centres.

This Strategy seeks to support the Network City concept.
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3.3 Local Context

3.3.1 City of Belmont Strategic Plan 2006 to 2011
The City of Belmont Strategic Plan sets the direction that Council will take in the City of 
Belmont.  It establishes goals, strategies, and measurable performance objectives to enable 
Council and the Community to review progress.

The City’s Vision Statement follows:

“This is described by Belmont as a place to which the community aspires; a City 
that is attractive, safe, healthy and prosperous and fulfils the aspirations of the 
community; a place that encourages a wide range of lifestyles living harmoniously; 
where human activities enhance rather than degrade the natural and built 
environment: where citizens and local businesses can grow socially, culturally and 
economically; a place that our next generation will be pleased to inherit; a place 
known as a City of Opportunity".

To be successful overall, outcomes must be achieved for:

 the resident community (Social Belmont), 
 the City’s business community (Business Belmont), 
 the natural environment (Natural Belmont) and for 
 the man-made physical structure and layout of the City (Built Belmont).  

These four areas of achievement make up the Key Result Areas of the Strategic Plan and 
each Result Area interacts with others.

With specific reference to this Strategy, the key areas of the Strategic Plan are those areas 
of Social Belmont, Business Belmont and Built Belmont.

The Social Belmont key result area is about achieving outcomes for the residential 
community.  The objectives for this key result area are to:

 “Ensure that the community has access to the services and facilities it needs
 Develop community capacity and support community groups
 Enhance the sense of community and the image of Belmont as a great place to live
 Achieve an environment in which residents are safe, and feel safe.”
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The Business Belmont key result area is about achieving outcomes for the business 
community.  The objectives for this key result area are to:

 “Maximise business development opportunities within the City
 Maximise the community’s employment and skills capacity
 Maximise the regional benefits to the City
 Achieve and maintain an image of Belmont as a great place for business.”

The Built Belmont key result area is about positively contributing to the quality of life of 
residents, the image of the City and the amenity of the City.  It comprises public infrastructure 
(eg roads, footpaths, rights-of-way, street lighting, drainage, parks, bushland); public facilities 
(eg Council’s buildings for community use); and private residential and commercial property.

The objectives for this key result area are to:

 “Achieve a planned City that is safe and meets the needs of the community

 Accomplish urban renewal of designated areas to meet the changing needs of the 
community

 Maintain public infrastructure in accordance with sound economic principles, taking 
into account the community’s needs & expectations

 Provide and maintain safe transport infrastructure at lowest whole-of-life costs.”

A key strategy is to “Revise the Town Planning Scheme to reflect current and emerging 
needs”.  

3.3.2 Town Planning Scheme No. 14
Town Planning Scheme No. 14 was gazetted in December 1999.  This District Scheme was 
established in accordance with the requirements of the Town Planning and Development Act 
1928 (as amended) and Town Planning Regulations 1967.  

The aims of Town Planning Scheme No. 14 are:

 “To assist the effective implementation of regional plans and policies including the 
State Planning Strategy.

 To ensure there is a sufficient supply of serviced and suitable land for housing, 
employment, commercial activities, community facilities, recreation and open space.

 To provide for housing choice and variety in neighbourhoods with a community 
identity and high levels of amenity.

 To assist employment and economic growth by facilitating the timely provision of 
suitable land for retail, commercial, industrial, entertainment and tourist 
developments, as well as providing opportunities for home-based employment.

 To protect and enhance the environmental values and natural resources of the local 
government area and to promote ecologically sustainable land use and development.

 To safeguard and enhance the character and amenity of the built and natural 
environment of the local government area.”
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The local Town Planning Scheme is an important tool and key issues that need to be 
examined include:

 Maintaining stringent development controls that continue to encourage good quality 
developments;

 Provide incentives for redevelopment or upgrading of existing local commercial 
centres;

 Establishing a Retail-Warehouse or Large Format Retail precinct which enhances the 
area without jeopardizing the continuing success of the Town Centre;

 Allowing sufficient growth and further expansion/ upgrading within the Town Centre;

 Providing increased certainty for businesses, particularly in the central Mixed Use/ 
Mixed Business area.  

3.3.3 City of Belmont Local Planning Policies
Clause 2.3 of the City of Belmont Town Planning Scheme No. 14 relates to local planning 
policies.  It allows for Council to prepare a Local Planning Policy in respect of any matter 
related to the Scheme Area.  Where any inconsistency arises the Scheme prevails.

There are a number of local planning policies adopted under Scheme No. 14 which are 
relevant to this Study.

3.3.3.1 Town Centre Frame Policy
The ‘Town Centre’ is bounded by Abernethy Road, Fulham Street, Knutsford Avenue and 
Wright Street.  The area surrounding the Town Centre is known as the “Town Centre Frame” 
and is bounded by the heavy black line in the map below.

As outlined in the section on ‘Town Planning scheme No 14’, the City has the ability to 
consider a number of additional uses in the Town Centre under Schedule 2.  
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The City of Belmont Town Centre Frame Policy was adopted by Council on 27 April 2004.  
The Policy divides the Town Centre Frame into separate precincts which have different 
characteristics, objectives and guidelines.

The objectives of the Policy are:

 To promote a clear understanding of streetscape issues and achieve a high standard 
of integrated development that recognises the inter-relationship between the Town 
Centre, the Town Centre Frame, and existing residential areas.

 Where feasible, actively encourage new development incorporating a mixture of 
landuses considered to be compatible with the surrounding residential areas.

 To establish an individual character within each precinct and allow flexibility.

 To assist owners, designers and developers by providing design guidelines for all 
development within the Town Centre Frame through this Policy.

 To examine opportunities to beautify existing streetscapes in co-ordination with any 
improvements undertaken in the Town Centre.

In specific precincts, mixed use residential developments are encouraged.  As an incentive, 
limited retail may be also supported.  Any retail floorspace limitation for the Town Centre also 
applies.

It is recognised that in most cases lots need to be amalgamated to facilitate larger 
development sites.

The policy is no longer required as a stand alone policy due to the incorporation of 
appropriate Scheme provisions within the Scheme Text.

3.3.3.2 Orrong Road Policy
This study was prepared by the Council’s Planning Department in order to consider the 
future of Orrong Road and adjacent properties.  A revised Orrong Road Policy was adopted 
by Council on the 18 December 2000.  

The Policy is concerned with the section of Orrong Road between Leach Highway and 
Chamberlain Road and aims to provide a guide for the development of land having regard to 
the increased traffic flow experienced after 2000 resulting from the opening of the Graham 
Farmer Freeway.

The main Policy requirements are summarised below:

 Demand for additional commercial development along Orrong Road should be 
accommodated within the designated commercial growth nodes near Wright Street.

 Orrong Road is divided into precincts for residential, consulting rooms/offices, and 
tourist accommodation.

 The prevalence of residential use along most sections of Orrong Road is maintained 
and residential redevelopment encouraged through density bonuses.

 Measures are proposed to minimise the number of crossovers onto Orrong Road in 
order to reduce traffic accident risk and improve traffic flow.

 Commercial development is to be of a high standard.

 Residential uses should be encouraged within commercial nodes (e.g. shop-top 
housing).
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3.3.3.3 Hill 60 Development Guidelines Policy
The land comprising the ‘Hill 60’ site (being Lots 801 to 807 Great Eastern Highway, Rivervale) is 
zoned Mixed Use in the City of Belmont Town Planning Scheme No. 14 (TPS No. 14). 

This Policy was developed as Council was approached by the owners and prospective 
developers of the ‘Hill 60’ site.  The Policy established the design framework necessary to 
accommodate a high quality mixed use project and address the unique circumstances of the site 
(including its relationship to the River, Hardey Park and Great Eastern Highway). 

Planning approval for the site was issued in August 2003.  The development includes four stages 
and comprises of 282 apartments and four commercial units.  The commercial units consist of 
three retail shops (96m2 each) and a 44 seat café.

The site has been largely redeveloped and the supporting policy is no longer considered 
necessary.

Retail Component
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3.3.3.4 Draft Great Eastern Highway Strategic Access Policy
Council has a Draft Great Eastern Highway Strategic Access Policy which affects all 
properties located on Great Eastern Highway.  The Access Policy was compiled in 
conjunction with Main Roads WA.  

The objective of the Policy in the long term is to allow reciprocal access for vehicles to side 
streets, by linking carparking and access ways for properties along the Highway.  If any 
redevelopment of a site occurs, Council may impose a condition requiring the 
owner/applicant to provide an ‘easement in gross' along a portion of the front of the site.  The 
Policy includes plans showing how the easements in gross will be linked, and their location.  
More detailed plans are also available at Main Roads Western Australia.

A number of easements are already in place to facilitate long term improved access on Great 
Eastern Highway.  

The policy has never been formally adopted.  As such it is proposed to deleted the policy and 
incorporate appropriate provisions within the Scheme Text requiring appropriate 
consideration of access issues and the need to limit crossovers.

3.3.4 Relevant Studies / Reports / Projects
This sub-section discusses relevant matters from selected other studies, reports and 
projects.  

3.3.4.1 Town Centre Vision Plan
In September 1990, there was a traffic and pedestrian study done by Uloth & Associates that 
concluded that additional car-parking bays were possible in the District Centre with a 
redesign of the parking area.  Such a redesign would also provide for better landscaping.

Following that study, approximately 10 years ago, the Council commissioned Taylor Burrell 
and Overman Zuideveld to produce a Vision Plan for the Town Centre.  The City has been 
using this document as a guide for re-development.

The main characteristics pursued in the study included:

 Permeable street based commercial/mixed use development;
 Legible development in terms of moveable paths and building forms; and
 Robust form in terms of street patterns and building types.

The study also envisaged encouragement of an urban form distinguished by:

 Minimal setbacks to streets;

 The encouragement of a two storey development with additional bulk and massing at 
street corners to contribute to legibility;

 The encouragement of articulated roof lines;

 Maximising the grain and texture of building facades to the street front; and

 Encouraging a consistency of materials and colour.
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Council has been prepared to work with any landowner who genuinely seeks to redevelop in 
accordance with the Vision Plan.
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3.3.4.2 Mixed Use Study – Part 1 and 2
The Central Belmont Mixed Use Area is centrally located, in close proximity to the Belmont 
Town Centre and has access links to and from Great Eastern Highway, Graham Farmer 
Freeway, Orrong Road and Leach Highway.  The Central Belmont Mixed Use Area is 
bounded by Great Eastern Highway, Knutsford Avenue, Esther Street, Belmont Avenue, 
Alexander Road, Fisher Street, Hubert Street, Frederick Street and Daly Street.

Due to 'uncertainty' by landowners and tenants in regard to acceptable land uses under the 
local planning scheme, the City initiated a Study into the area.  The key objectives of the 
Study were to:

 Facilitate and plan for a coordinated approach in the development of a mix of land 
uses in the Study Area through the development of a 'Vision Plan' and supporting 
policy documents;

 Promote increased levels of certainty and market confidence in the Study Area 
through the implementation of a 'Vision Plan';

 Develop an Implementation Strategy to secure continued growth and investment 
within the municipality in line with the City of Belmont Opportunity objectives.

Part 1 of the Study examined:

 History of the Area;
 A discussion on what ‘Mixed Use’ means;
 Statement of Study Objectives and Outcomes;
 Methodology;
 Precinct Analysis;
 The expectations of landowners, businesses and agencies;
 Discussion of Major Landuse Characteristics;
 Redevelopment opportunities;
 Examination of factors impacting on compatibility.
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The result was the production of a Vision Plan. The Vision Plan was not intended as a 
detailed examination of landuse classifications under the existing Town Planning Scheme - it 
was intended as a very broad overview of the main landuse types existing or anticipated 
within the Study Area. 

Part 2 of the Study went on to make recommendations on changes to the local planning 
scheme and examined:

 Appropriate ‘permitted’ landuses;

 Review of the zoning table and landuse definitions (including retail);

 Examination of appropriate landuses where a residential interface has been identified 
in the Vision Plan;

 Identification and development of supporting policies;

 Specific development requirements for different land uses (eg Residential);

 Recommended parking standards;

 Recommendations on changes to the Town Planning Scheme.

Most importantly, the Study includes a comparison of ‘Mixed Use’ versus ‘Mixed Business’.  
It concluded that the Study area has distinct characteristics that separate it from the 
remaining ‘Mixed Use’ zone.  It recommended a name change and rezoning to ‘Mixed 
Business’ to ensure that the business base continues to be consolidated and not be eroded 
through continuing pressure for residential development.  

The City has initiated Amendment No. 52 to Town Planning Scheme No. 14 and incorporated 
a new ‘Mixed Business’ zone to effect the recommendations of the Mixed Use Study.

3.3.4.3 Retail Study
Under the current Scheme provisions, the landuse of ‘shop’ is not permitted in the ‘Mixed 
Use’ zone unless it is ‘incidental’ to a predominant use.

A Retail Study was commissioned by the City due to an increasing pressure to accommodate 
new retail trends and business needs (such as Makro Warehouse).  The Study was 
conducted by Shrapnel Urban Planning.  

The main issues raised in the Study are summarised below:

 New retail forms are emerging and the Consultant concluded that planning 
requirements can evolve to cater for new retail forms.

 New retail premises such as the Makro Warehouse have specific built form 
characteristics being large ‘stand-alone’ buildings that are car orientated.  Generally 
they are not suited to locating in shopping centres. 

 The Consultant has recommended that the City establish a special precinct/zone to 
cater for some new forms of retail uses, with a clear definition of those retail forms, 
and allowance of a limited peak retail floor space within the new zone. 

 A specific name and definition for these businesses would need to be compiled.  The 
Consultant refers to this new form of retail businesses as ‘Warehouse/Retail’ for the 
purpose of this report.  

 The report also concludes that car parking for these new retail uses should be 
comparable to that normally required for other retail uses and shops. 
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In the original report by Shrapnel Urban Planning it was considered that there would be 
minimal impact on existing retail uses within the City of Belmont.  This was on the basis that:

 The recommended strict definition of Warehouse Retail, and the requirement for a 
proper retail provision for car parking, will tend to limit the scope for the establishment 
of this type of development.

 Warehouse Retail uses have a sub-regional catchment and tend to be visited less 
frequently than mainstream shops. The impact of a new store therefore tends to be 
diffused across many centres covering a wide area.

 The style of shopping presented in the Warehouse Retail format is very car-oriented, 
purpose-oriented and utilitarian. The Warehouse Retail shopping experience is not a 
substitute for the more complex, refined, relaxed, recreation-oriented retail experience 
that the major shopping centres seek to create in order to attract and keep customers.

 Retail analysis undertaken by Shrapnel Urban Planning concluded that a retail 
precinct can be established in the Mixed Use zone, with an acceptable impact on the 
City’s Regional Centre.

The Study recommended that a ‘Warehouse Retail’ precinct should be located in the area 
bounded by Fisher Street, Alexander Road, Belmont Avenue and Esther Street / Cowcher 
Place.  The Study recommendations were advertised and concern was raised over the size 
and location of the proposed ‘Warehouse-Retail’ Precinct.  

Consequently, it was proposed to amend the existing Town Planning Scheme and allow 
‘Warehouse-Retail Outlets’ as an additional use within the below modified designated 
precinct.
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In regard to the use of Retail Warehouse, a number of draft landuse definitions were drawn 
up to ensure appropriate levels of control under the Scheme. These definitions include 
warehouse retail (also referred to as large format retail), department store and supermarket.

The definitions and Additional Uses have not been included in the recommendations of the 
Draft versions of the Commercial Strategy, Scheme Report, Scheme Text and Scheme Maps 
on the direction of the WAPC.  Further examination will be given to this matter following 
discussion with the WAPC in regard to the Draft State Planning Policy ‘Activity Centres’ for 
Perth and Peel’ and its impact on the research already completed by the City.

3.3.4.4 Belmont Avenue Urban Design Study 
Belmont Avenue is the entry way to the City of Belmont Town Centre, Civic Centre and the 
Mixed Use area.  To address issues such as poor legibility and streetscape, the City 
engaged the services of Hocking Planning and Architecture in March 2003 to compile a 
concept plan for Belmont Avenue from the River to the town centre.  

The objectives of the Study were:

1. To completely transform the identity and character of Belmont Avenue.

2. To establish a recognised identity for Belmont Avenue commensurate with its 
locational significance for the City and the region.

3. To have Belmont Avenue recognized as a destination of choice by businesses and 
residents.

A concept plan resulted which 
addressed numerous design 
elements.

The estimated project costs by 
the consultant range between 
$3,272,500 and $5,472,500 
(excluding underground power).

Until such time as underground 
power has occurred, works 
cannot commence and as such it 
is not anticipated that it will be 
feasible for the Urban Design 
Concept Plan to be implemented 
in the short to medium term.

3.3.4.5 Shopping Centre Revitalisation Study
The City of Belmont, with financial support from the Department for Planning and 
Infrastructure’s “Dialogue with the Cities Program”, has been actively engaged with business 
owners, operators and local residents in the revitalisation of the City’s five local community 
shopping centres. 
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The first stage of the project was concluded in late 2005. This focused on the delivery of a 
series of workshops conducted by an appointed external facilitator. The workshops provided 
a valuable insight into the opinions of shop owners, residents and customers. A report was 
subsequently produced categorising the issues at each of the five centres into:

 Aesthetic Issues.
 Infrastructure Issues – Council.
 Infrastructure Issues – Shop Owner.
 Social Issues.

The workshops assisted in understanding the elements that impact on the local shopping 
centres and how when these are combined with other factors can produce an outcome 
requiring action. This is illustrated below.
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The project had a number of key objectives, which have been fulfilled as detailed below.

 To identify business and residential community aspirations for local shopping 
centres;
The shopping centre revitalisation project engaged the local business and residential 
community with several large workshops conducted by an external facilitator.

Detailed feedback from these sessions were invaluable when the project teams 
comprising of shop owners, operators, residents and City of Belmont staff worked 
through the information gathered.

The project was routinely reported in both the local community news and the City of 
Belmont publication circulated local business titled “Belmont Business Talk”.

 To encourage sustainable and vital local shopping centres;
The objectives for the project team are to improve the security, viability and amenity 
of the local centres. A key focus area will be cleanliness and amenity, which was one 
of the highest identified responses by residents on actions to be taken that could 
increase patronage. Once the presentation of the area improves it is hoped that there 
will be a corresponding improvement in patronage, with the intention of promoting full 
occupancy of the centres.

 To enhance community ‘ownership’ of local shopping centres;
Through the market survey 72% of respondents believe the local shopping centre 
plays a very important role in the community. Officers are also introducing strategies 
such as a safety accord around shopping centres which will encourage community 
awareness by residents within the locality of the shopping centres.

 To identify strategies to manage growth for local shopping centres;
Several strategies to manage growth are already underway including the traffic 
management changes occurring at Epsom Avenue. As a result of full occupancy of all 
the shops the design work has included increasing the number of car bays adjacent 
to the centre.

 Ensure continuance of local employment nodes;
The centres are recognised for their importance to the community. The aim of the 
project team is to encourage full occupancy within the centre, therefore increasing 
local employment opportunities.

Future Actions

The City of Belmont in conjunction with the project team members will prepare plans for each 
of the five shopping centres outlining a way forward in the ongoing improvement to amenity 
and security.

The concept plans, once adopted will then be incorporated into future budget submissions 
and will be scheduled into the capital works program.

In order to ensure a coordinated approach into the future, the City of Belmont will provide 
assistance to shop owners in holding routine meetings to discuss issues such as safety, 
amenity and marketing issues.
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3.3.4.6 The Springs 
Following the failure of draft Town Planning Scheme No. 13 in late 2003, a subsequent 
Master Plan and Structure Plan has been compiled by Landcorp and adopted by Council 
(2007).

The structure plan and supporting report highlights the potential for commercial uses along 
Great Eastern Highway and commercial/retail point south of Rowe Avenue.  The majority of 
commercial uses will be office and showroom development, however provision will be made 
for a corner store.  

3.3.4.7 Ascot Waters 
The 2003 Commercial Strategy indicated potential for some small scale shops within Ascot 
Waters, and on land opposite Ascot Waters in Resolution Drive.  To date, no commercial 
shops have been established in either of these areas.  

Under Schedule 2-Additional Uses of the existing Town Planning scheme No 14, the City has 
the ability to approve shops for some lots in Ascot Waters within the following area:
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The City has recently approved an application for a small café including 30m2 of shop on a 
portion of Lot 359 (10) Marina Drive.  It may be unlikely that further shops will be developed 
in Ascot Waters, however establishment of a small local or corner store would be supported.  

Whilst there may be potential for some future retail floor space to be accommodated in or 
near Ascot Waters, there are no definitive plans on the form retail development may take.

4.4. POPULATIONPOPULATION  &&  DEMOGRAPHICSDEMOGRAPHICS

A separate Demographic Profile has been prepared that includes characteristics and 
forecasts in great detail.  However, overall in the past 10 years the City of Belmont has 
experienced substantial changes in its demographic profile.  The trend of population decline 
has been reversed and it is anticipated that the population will continue to grow as the City 
undergoes urban renewal.

The aging population of the City is consistent with national trends.  Whilst the City 
encourages new families within the area, it should be recognized that the number of nuclear 
family households is decreasing.  The aging of the ‘baby boomer’ generation will have 
significant social and economic outcomes.  Careful planning is required to ensure that the 
City will be able to meet the needs of its older residents.
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5.5. COMMERCIALCOMMERCIAL  ACTIVITYACTIVITY

5.1 Transportation

5.1.1 State Strategy
There are a number of state programs relating to transportation, as follows:

Strategy Summary
Better Public 
Transport 
10-Year Plan

The Better Public Transport 10-Year Plan identifies a range of 
service and infrastructure improvements, mode integration, fare 
and ticketing enhancements, and marketing initiatives (including 
TravelSmart).

Bike Ahead Strategy The Bike Ahead strategy is designed to encourage increased use 
of bicycles through a mix of infrastructure provision, safety 
initiatives and land use policies. 

It also recognises the importance of effective marketing programs 
to increase bicycle use. The Perth Bicycle Network Plan describes 
the network and outlines a timeline for funding and construction.

Pedestrian Strategy. Transport is currently facilitating the development of a pedestrian 
strategy. The aim is to identify ways to increase walking as a 
mode of transport and as a form of recreation. 

The application of programs like TravelSmart is seen as part of 
the overall strategy to encourage more walking.

Transport 
Infrastructure Project

The relatively new “Transport Infrastructure Project” is reviewing 
infrastructure throughout Western Australia and views 
TravelSmart as a legitimate non-built solution to transport 
provision.

5.1.2 Pedestrian and Bike Access 

The majority of Belmont residents have good access shops and are within walking distance 
of a local, neighbourhood or the regional centre. 
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5.1.3 Public Transport Access
The City is quite well served by buses and all but a few of the most minor Local Centres are 
adjacent to a bus route. Many of the bus routes pass by or are quite near the Belmont Town 
Centre zone.

The map below shows the current bus routes and their 200metre pedestrian catchments.

5.1.4 Road Access
All commercial centres within the City of Belmont enjoy very good access by road. The City 
is traversed by several major metropolitan arterial roads, carrying significant volumes of 
regional traffic. These include the Great Eastern; Leach, and Tonkin Highways; and Orrong, 
and Kewdale Roads. There is a secondary grid of district distributor roads (such as 
Alexander, and Abernethy Roads and Wright Street); and most of the local distributors and 
access roads are in a grid form.
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Great Eastern Highway is the only major regional road that provides direct access to many 
individual commercial properties. Though improvements are gradually being implemented 
that alleviate the traffic and amenity problems associated with its dual role as traffic mover 
and access street, there still remain several sections of this highway that are very poor in 
this regard. In these sections of the highway it is difficult to access properties by car and 
very hazardous to be a pedestrian.

Until such time as a decision has been made on the nature of proposed upgrading to Great 
Eastern Highway, more detailed traffic studies (in accordance with the recommendations of 
the WAPC’s Draft Transport Assessment Guidelines) on the impact of specific development 
proposals along Great Eastern Highway and other major distributors (such as Abernethy 
Road) would be premature as the impact of those works will be felt through the City’s traffic 
networks.

5.2 Planning Controls and Retail Trends

Changing lifestyles and expectations shape the way people shop.  Planning needs to take 
into account retail trends. Some retail trends with positive effects may need to be 
encouraged, and sometimes certain types of retail uses may need to be contained, 
controlled or even prevented where there are potential negative impacts. 

Town Planning Schemes provide a statutory means to control zoning and location of 
commercial uses, building / development standards, landscaping, parking, streetscape and 
land use compatibility. 

Unfortunately planning cannot keep up with ever changing trends and for most part is 
reactive to new trends, such as large format retailing.  Additional problems are faced due to 
the lengthy times and processes for changing Town Planning Scheme controls when new 
retail trends occur. 
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5.3 Local Business Trends 

The City of Belmont is a vibrant and diverse business area with a strong workforce profile.  
Based on 2006 ABS Census data there are approximately 27 940 persons working in 
Belmont.  Of these persons, 11.8% both live and work in Belmont.  Table 1 shows the top 10 
Local Government areas where Belmont workers reside.

Rank Local Government Area Number
Percent 

(%)

1 Belmont (C) 3,289 11.8

2 Gosnells (C) 2,658 9.5

3 Swan (C) 2,341 8.4

4 Kalamunda (S) 2,338 8.4

5 Stirling (C) 2,280 8.2

6 Joondalup (C) 1,833 6.6

7 Canning (C) 1,815 6.5

8 Bayswater (C) 1,426 5.1

9 Wanneroo (C) 1,285 4.6

10 Melville (C) 1,168 4.2

 Other areas 7,510 26.9
Table 1 Top 10 Local Government Areas of residence for workers in the City of Belmont, 

2006, ABS Census data

As shown, of those persons commuting to Belmont on a daily basis, 21.5% come from 
neighbouring Local Government Areas (Swan, Kalamunda and Bayswater) and 37.5% come 
from the Eastern region.

The profile of Belmont’s resident workforce has changed little over the 2001-2006 Census 
periods.  As shown in Figure 1 (overleaf), in 2001 the four largest employment industry 
sectors in Belmont were Transport and Storage (17%), Manufacturing (14%), Wholesale 
(14%) and Retail (14%)

As shown in Figure 2 (overleaf) in 2006 the four largest employment industry sectors 
Belmont were the same.  There were some minor changes in that Transport and Storage 
increased to 21%, while Manufacturing stayed at 14% with Wholesale and Retail falling to 
11% and 10% respectively.

It should be noted that the traditional “office” sectors of Finance & Insurance and Property & 
Business has grown from 9% in 2001 to 10% in 2006. (In 2006 ABS divided these two 
sectors into the four smaller industry sectors of Finance & Insurance, Real Estate, 
Professional and Administration.  Since that time Belmont City Council has approved large 
amounts of net lettable office space.  It can only be expected that these sectors will continue 
to grow and will cumulatively become greater than Wholesale or Retail by the 2011 Census.
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The distribution of industry sectors across the different areas of Belmont is a further 
demonstration of the diversity of the area.

Figure 1 Employment of Belmont workers by industry sector, 2001, ABS Census data

Figure 2 Employment of Belmont workers by industry sector, 2006, ABS Census data
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Based on the 2006 Census, there are 2,961 individual businesses in Belmont who have an 
Australian Business Number and are registered for GST.  It is acknowledged that there will 
be some very small businesses and/or not for profit organisations that this does not include, 
but it can be assumed that the businesses captured by the Census represent the overall 
majority of Belmont business types.

The 6103 postcode area covers the suburb of Rivervale.  As shown in Figure 3, the greatest 
numbers of businesses in this area are in the industry sectors of Real Estate (24%), 
Construction (21%), Retail (14%) and Transport & Storage (9%).
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The 6104 postcode area covers the suburbs of Ascot, Belmont & Redcliffe.  As shown in 
Figure 4 (overleaf) the greatest numbers of businesses in this area are in the industry 
sectors of Real Estate (27%), Retail (14%), Construction (12%) and Wholesale (9%).

The 6105 postcode area covers the suburbs of Cloverdale, Kewdale & Perth Airport.  As 
shown in Figure 5 (overleaf) the greatest numbers of businesses in this area are in the 
industry sectors of Real Estate (22%), Construction (12%), Transport & Storage (12%) and 
Retail (11%).

Whilst all three postcode areas have a significant number of Real Estate businesses there is 
also good representation from the Manufacturing, Finance & Insurance and Personal 
Services.

Figure 3 Distribution of business types by industry sector, 6103 Postcode area, 2006, ABS Census 
data
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Figure 4 Distribution of business types by industry sector, 6104 Postcode area, 2006, ABS Census 
data

Figure 5 Distribution of business types by industry sector, 6105 Postcode area, 2006, ABS Census 
data
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Belmont’s business profile is similar to many Local Governments in that it is characterised by 
a large number of micro and small businesses.  Of the 2,961 businesses in Belmont, 1,692 
(57.1%) have no employees, and can be considered to be self employed.  Of these, the 
greatest numbers are in Real Estate (16%) or Construction (11%).  A further 597 (20.2%) of 
businesses have 1-4 employees.  Of these, 4.7% are Real Estate and 3.3% are Retail.  
Table 2 provides a breakdown of all businesses by number of employees in each industry 
sector.

Number of employees

Industry Sector

Non 
employing 1-4 5-19 20-49 50-99 100-199 200+ Total 

Agriculture 48 15 3 3 3 0 0 72
Mining 18 6 3 0 0 0 3 30
Manufacturing 78 39 57 30 12 3 3 222
Utilities 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 9

Construction 327 81 39 12 3 3 3 468
Wholesale 84 72 54 18 9 6 0 243
Retail 156 99 90 24 3 3 3 378
Hospitality 27 21 15 9 3 3 3 81
Transport and Storage 183 45 33 15 6 6 0 288
Communications 30 9 6 6 0 0 0 51
Finance and Insurance 114 27 6 3 6 0 0 156
Real estate 474 138 57 27 12 6 3 717
Education 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 12
Health and Community 33 15 18 6 0 0 0 72
Cultural and Recreational 57 9 12 3 3 0 0 84
Personal Services 51 15 9 3 0 0 0 78

Total 1692 597 402 159 63 30 18 2961
Table 2 Number of Belmont businesses x industry sector x number of employees, 2006, 

ABS Census data

It is important to note that the large number of micro and small businesses in Belmont does 
not equate to low salaries.  An analysis of ABS data from 2001 and 2006 indicates that 
salaries as a whole have been steadily increasing in Belmont.  In 2001 the number of 
persons earning more than $600 per week equalled 53.9% of the total resident workforce.  
By 2006 this had increased to 69.4%.  This represents an increase of 29%, which is greater 
than would be expected based on CPI related pay gains.  Further, the percentage of 
persons earning more than $1,000 increased from 18.7% in 2001 to 35.4% in 2006.  The 
represents an increase of 89% over five years.  For all persons earning more than $1,000 a 
week the two dominant employment sectors are persons classified as Managers (8.8% of 
the total workforce) and Technicians and Trades Workers (7.0% of the total workforce).  It is 
presumed that the large number of self employed persons in the Real Estate or Construction 
industries comprise the majority of persons earning more than $1,000 per week.

In summary, the profile of business in Belmont is one of growth and increasing affluence.  
Whereas the type of industry employing the majority of persons has stayed relatively static 
over the past five years the levels of pay have increased significantly.  Further, the large 
numbers of self employed persons are evidence of a significant home based business 
profile, which is also among the best paid persons in the City.
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5.4 Retail Trends

In 2003, Shrapnel Urban Planning identified a number of retail trends in the Local 
Commercial Strategy. These trends are still relevant and were also examined as part of the 
2004 Retail Study, also compiled by Shrapnel Urban Planning. A summary of retail trends 
are as follows:

 The trend towards large size and heavy concentration continues, which emphasises 
the Regional Centres over the District Centres and the District Centres over the 
Neighbourhood/ Local Centres. The big winners in recent years have been the 
Regional Centres.

 The trend towards largeness is also operating at the neighbourhood level, with the 
focus being on fewer large Neighbourhood Centres as opposed to numerous smaller 
ones. However, there has been a resurgence of developer and retail interest in some 
smaller inner-area neighbourhood centres (e.g. Angelo Street South Perth).

 There are continuing indications of a possible trend towards a future lessening of 
the requirement for additional retail floorspace within shopping centres. There has 
been no appreciable increase in the per capita supply of retail floorspace since 1991, 
in contrast to the trend of previous years for the overall supply of retail floorspace per 
capita to increase over time. The reasons for thinking that the per capita floorspace 
provision may need to be reduced in the future are as follows:

1. There is considerable pressure for greater economic performance (turnover per 
square metre) from new retail floorspace than there has been in the past;

2. The market in residential property has been so strong and lucrative in recent 
years that the commercial incentive to develop additional retail floorspace has 
diminished somewhat;

3. There are increasing opportunities and interest in mail order shopping from 
catalogues and television (especially cable television);

4. There is a huge potential for shopping on the Internet which is still only in its 
embryonic stage in Australia. In America, however, Internet advertising and 
shopping is already a multi-billion dollar industry. In the USA on-line retail sales 
have been estimated by Jupiter Research (www.jupiterresearch.com) to have 
reached $95 billion in 2005; and are projected to continue growing at 12 
percent per annum at least until 2010.

 There is a continuing trend in the retail industry to widen the shopping experience to 
be more entertaining. This trend parallels the others mentioned towards a reduction 
in the practical need for shopping trips due to mail order or Internet shopping. In 
other words, shopping as a practical necessity has the potential to decrease, while 
shopping as an enjoyable experience continues to increase.

 There are increasing demands from planning and related professionals, which has 
now found expression in WA centres policy, for a return to the more traditional form 
of centre - small shops fronting a main street. This pressure comes from a desire to 
rediscover the sense of community which often accompanies the older forms but 
which is perceived to be lacking in most modern shopping centres. In order to be 
more widely implemented, this approach will need to gain greater acceptance by the 
retail and property development industries. There are signs this is occurring (e.g. the 
new Brighton neighbourhood centre in the City of Wanneroo, which is a genuine new 
main street centre; not just a “hybrid”).
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 There is a trend for many retail businesses (which might once have sought space in 
shopping centres) to now satisfy their location and space requirements through a 
showroom in a medium-sized industrial or “mixed-business” area.

5.5 Business Activity

5.5.1 Retail Activity
A large amount of retail activity occurs in the City of Belmont, both in centres and other less 
well defined Commercial and Industrial ‘complexes’. The data analysed in this section has 
been obtained from the Department for Planning and Infrastructure’s Commercial and 
Industrial Land Use Surveys (2001/ 02), which groups data according to ‘complexes’. The 
City of Belmont also analyses and plans many of its centres as such. The following Figure 
shows specific centres as identified by the City of Belmont overlaid on a map showing the 
DPI Commercial and Industrial complexes.

Figure Showing Commercial and Industrial Complexes, and Defined Centres
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The following table shows the extent of Retail commercial activity occurring within the City of 
Belmont by category of centre. Estimated retail floorspace (in square metres nla) is also 
shown.

Both Shop Retail and Other Retail uses are presented in the above and discussed in this 
section. Shop Retail activities are those that normally occur in traditional shops located in 
main streets or within enclosed shopping centres. Other Retail uses are normally outlets 
selling bulky goods, generally requiring larger amounts of floorspace at lower rentals. Other 
Retail uses are often located in showrooms.

In addition to these terms, the term “highway commercial” is used in the above table and 
elsewhere in this report to describe the wide variety of commercial development with a 
frontage to, or in very close proximity to, Great Eastern Highway. Such development, though 
some of it may be locally oriented, generally serves a wider regional or sub-regional market. 
High volumes of passing traffic assist in this regard. Much the same can be said for the 
types of retail floorspace found in the Belmont Mixed Use area, and the two industrial areas 
(Kewdale and Redcliffe-North). Key points to note from the table include:

 The significant majority of Shop Retail activity (45 percent of uses and 51 percent of 
floorspace) occurs within the Belmont Town Centre. However, the Belmont Town 
Centre currently contains only 3 percent of Other Retail uses in 1 percent of Other 
Retail floorspace.

 Eleven non-highway oriented neighbourhood/ local centres account for 20 percent of 
the Shop Retail uses, albeit in only 11 percent of the Shop Retail Floorspace. Some 
4 percent of Other Retail activities, in only 1 percent of Other Retail floorspace 
occurs in the neighbourhood/ local centres.

 Seven percent of the total number of Shop Retail uses, located in 4 percent of the 
total Shop Retail floorspace, occur in a single large neighbourhood centre (Belvidere 
Street).

 There are a total of seven highway commercial complexes that have been identified 
by the Department for Planning and Infrastructure in its 2001 Commercial Survey. On 
the ground it is hard to distinguish the start and end too many of these complexes. 
Between them, however, they accommodate 17 percent of the City’s Shop Retail 
uses in 18 percent of the Shop Retail floorspace; and a substantial 43 percent of all 
Other Retail uses, in 36 percent of Other Retail floorspace.

Table
City of Belmont Retail Activity - Occupied Floorspace (2001)
Complex / Centre Shop Retail Other Retail Total Retail
Category No. Use# % nla % Use# % nla % Use# Prop. nla %
Regional (Belmont TC) 1 143 45% 46,143 51% 4 3% 854 1% 147 33% 46,997 29%
Non-Highw ay Local Complexes:- 0

Nhood >3000m2 1 23 7% 4,012 4% 2 2% 213 0% 25 6% 4,225 3%
Nhood 1000-3000m2 2 19 6% 3,265 4% 1 1% 150 0% 20 5% 3,415 2%
Local 500-1000m2 2 9 3% 1,363 1% 1 1% 145 0% 10 2% 1,508 1%
Local <500m2 6 13 4% 1,323 1% 1 1% 140 0% 14 3% 1,463 1%

(Tot.Non-Hwy Local) 11 64 20% 9,963 11% 5 4% 648 1% 69 16% 10,611 7%
Highw ay Commercial 7 55 17% 16,217 18% 55 43% 25,742 36% 110 25% 41,959 26%
Mixed Use Area 1 40 13% 15,569 17% 33 26% 18,806 27% 73 16% 34,375 21%
Industrial 2 14 4% 3,388 4% 31 24% 24,556 35% 45 10% 27,944 17%
(Total) 22 316 100% 91,280 100% 128 100% 70,606 100% 444 100% 161,886 100%
(Prop. Total) 71% 56% 29% 44% 100% 100%
Source: Department for Planning and Infrastructure
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 The defined Mixed Business area (previously Mixed Use and amended under 
Amendment No. 52 to the Scheme) – the former large industrial zone in the area 
between the Belmont Town Centre and commercial development fronting Great 
Eastern Highway – contains a significant 17 percent of total Shop Retail floorspace 
and 27 percent of Other Retail floorspace. This propensity for strategically located 
established industrial areas to transition from a mainly industrial orientation to a 
significant commercial orientation has increased over the last decade or so. Myaree 
and Wangara are other significant examples of this in the Perth Region.

 The Industrial group, which contains the two defined industrial areas within the City, 
accounts for 4 percent of Shop Retail uses and 4 percent of Shop Retail floorspace. 
It also accounts for 24 percent of Other Retail uses in 35 percent of Other Retail 
floorspace.

These figures indicate that the population of the City of Belmont is very well served with both 
Shop Retail and Other Retail floorspace. There is slightly more than 3 sqm per person of 
Shop Retail floorspace, and 2.35 sqm per person of Other Retail floorspace, available within 
the municipality. Though this is by no means proof of the overall adequacy of the provision 
of retail floorspace due to the region-serving nature of many of the retail uses, the fact 
remains that the local population has fairly convenient access to a supply of retail floorspace 
within the City that is well in excess of the quantity needed to cater for the needs of the 
population itself. It is therefore clear that all commercial centres in the City of Belmont 
except the non-highway oriented neighbourhood/ local centres serve a regional and/ 
or sub-regional market, rather than a local market.

A comparison of the 2001 figures with the Department’s 1997 equivalent figures indicates 
the following:

 Between 1997 and 2001, the total amount of Shop Retail floorspace in the City of 
Belmont increased by 4,132 sqm (4.7 percent). This was a net overall increase, with 
no change or actual reductions in retail uses occurring in most of the complexes. The 
Belmont Town Centre increased the most – from 36,566 sqm in 1997 to 46,143 sqm 
in 2001, an increase of 26 percent.

 The following neighbourhood/ local centres experienced decreases in Shop Retail 
floorspace between 1997 and 2001:

- Belgravia Street (down 80 sqm – 6.5 percent)
- Belmay (down 115 sqm – 40 percent)
- Belvidere Street (down 473 sqm – 11 percent)
- Epsom Avenue (down 377 sqm – 31 percent)
- Finlay Court (down 144 – 58 percent) (now defunct)
- Francisco Street (down 45 sqm – 17 percent)
- Kooyong Road (down 193 sqm – 8 percent)
- Love Street (down 217 sqm – 30 percent)
- Wright Street (down 45 sqm – 9 percent)

The total decrease in the non-highway local complexes was 1,689 sqm (14 percent).

 Between 1997 and 2001, the total amount of Other Retail floorspace in the City 
increased by a net 7,289 sqm (12 percent). Most of this increase occurred in the 
Highway Commercial complexes and the Kewdale Industrial complex.
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5.5.2 Office/ Business Activity
The table below shows the extent of Office/ Business activity in the City of Belmont as 
recorded by the Department for Planning and Infrastructure during its 2001 Commercial 
Survey.

Points worthy of note in the above table include:

 A relatively small 6.3 percent of Office/ Business uses occur in the Belmont Town 
Centre. These occupy only 2.2 percent of Office/ Business floorspace in the City.

 Only 3 percent of Office/ Business uses, occupying a mere 1 percent of Office/ 
Business floorspace, occur in the non-highway Neighbourhood/ Local centres.

 The Highway Commercial areas accommodate 22.5 percent of Office/ Business uses 
within 21.4 percent of Office/ Business floorspace. The vast majority of this occurs in 
complexes 511 and 512 (Great Eastern Highway West & East). Most of the 
floorspace appears to be in free-standing offices or office complexes unrelated to 
industry. Some is related to highway-oriented car, truck and machinery sales.

 A significant amount of Office/ Business activity – 37.3 percent of uses in 72,474 sqm 
of floorspace – occurs in the Mixed Use Area. Much of this floorspace comprises the 
administrative component of the many industrial businesses still operating in this 
area.

 A very large amount of Office/ Business floorspace (91,962 sqm) occurs within the 
Industrial areas – particularly Kewdale. Virtually all of this comprises the 
administrative component of industrial businesses.

A comparison of the 2001 figures with the Department for Planning and Infrastructure’s 1997 
equivalent figures indicates the following:

 Between 1997 and 2001, in the City of Belmont as a whole, the total amount of 
Office/ Business uses increased by 38 percent from 411 to 568, however, the 
amount of Office/ Business floorspace fell slightly, by 4 percent.

Table XX-2
City of Belmont Office / Business - Occupied Floorspace (2001)
Complex / Centre Office / Business
Category No. Use# % sqm nla %
Regional 1 36 6.3% 4,859 2.2%
Non-Highway Local Complexes:-

Nhood >3000m2 1 1 0.2% 144 0.1%
Nhood 1000-3000m2 2 6 1.1% 700 0.3%
Local 500-1000m2 2 1 0.2% 55 0.0%
Local <500m2 6 9 1.6% 1,368 0.6%

(Tot.Non-Hwy Local) 11 17 3.0% 2,267 1.0%
Highway Commercial 7 128 22.5% 46,664 21.4%
Mixed Use Area 1 212 37.3% 72,474 33.2%
Industrial 2 175 30.8% 91,962 42.1%
(Total) 22 568 100% 218,226 100%
Source: Department for Planning and Infrastructure
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 During this period, Office/ Business floorspace increased by 11.7 percent in the 
Belmont Town Centre and by 11.6 percent in the Highway Commercial areas. It also 
increased by 18.4 percent in the Mixed Use area. It decreased by 22.5 percent in the 
Industrial areas, however, with a significant reduction in Kewdale, off-setting a minor 
increase in Redcliffe-North.

From these figures it can be concluded that most Office/ Business activity in the City of 
Belmont is either industry-related or highway-oriented. Very little administrative activity 
occurs elsewhere, although the Belmont Town Centre is becoming a little more significant in 
this regard over time. As with retail activity, but to an even greater extent, it is also clear that 
the vast majority of Office/ Business activity serves state, regional and sub-regional markets, 
rather than local markets.

5.6 Employment

Employment within the defined commercial and industrial complexes in the City of Belmont 
is presented in the following table. These figures do not represent total employment within 
the City, however, being employment recorded in both Commercial and Industrial 
complexes, they would represent the vast majority of the City’s employment.

Points worthy of note in the above table include:

 Of the 14,922 persons employed in commercial and industrial complexes within the 
City of Belmont, 22 percent are employed within the Retail (Shop Retail and Other 
Retail combined), while 34 percent are employed within the Office/ Business 
category.

 Of the remaining 44 percent (“Other”) the vast majority (85 percent) is employed 
within the Mixed Use and Industrial complexes.

 Some 29 percent of Retail employment occurs within the Highway Commercial 
complexes, and 41 percent occurring in the Belmont Town Centre.

 Only 8 percent of Retail employment and 1 percent of Office employment occurs 
within the non-highway neighbourhood/ local centres.

Table
City of Belmont Employment in Complexes (2001)
Complex / Centre Employment (persons)
Category Tot. Retail Prop. Office Prop. Other Prop. Total Prop.
Regional 1,346 41% 241 5% 110 2% 1,697 11%
Non-Highway Local Complexes:- 0%

Nhood >3000m2 115 4% 4 0% 22 0% 141 1%
Nhood 1000-3000m2 98 3% 24 0% 0 0% 122 1%
Local 500-1000m2 31 1% 4 0% 15 0% 50 0%
Local <500m2 30 1% 36 1% 6 0% 72 0%

(Tot.Non-Hwy Local) 274 8% 68 1% 43 1% 385 3%
Highway Commercial 951 29% 1,627 32% 801 12% 3,379 23%
Mixed Use Area 399 12% 1,642 32% 1,798 27% 3,839 26%
Industrial 295 9% 1,510 30% 3,817 58% 5,622 38%
(Total) 3,265 100% 5,088 100% 6,569 100% 14,922 100%

22% 34% 44% 100%
Source: Department for Planning and Infrastructure
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 Between them, the Highway Commercial, Mixed Use and Industrial complexes 
account for 94 percent of Office/ Business employment. Only 5 percent occurs within 
the Belmont Town Centre.

A comparison of 1997 and 2001 employment data shows that employment within the City 
increased by an average of 3.7 percent over this period, reversing an earlier declining trend. 
By far the most significant increase occurred in the Belmont Town Centre, where 
employment rose 98 percent from a total of 856 in 1997 to 1,697 in 2001. Most of this 
increase can be attributed to the significant expansion of Retail floorspace that occurred 
between 1997 and 2001, and illustrates the significant relationship between Shop Retail 
floorspace and local employment.

5.7 Strategic Planning

In strategic terms one of the most challenging trends facing the City of Belmont and many 
other local authorities at the moment is the trend towards large car-oriented ‘warehouse 
retail’ or ‘large format retail’ outlets. A number of these outlets have emerged throughout the 
Perth Metropolitan Region and significantly, many have been inappropriately approved as 
showrooms, or have operated outside the terms of a valid planning approval.

The City has partially addressed this issue by conducting a specific retail study that 
examined the potential for ‘warehouse retail’ or ‘large format’ retail uses in the City; and the 
extent to which they might be able to be reasonably accommodated from a planning 
perspective. The prime consideration is the potential impact of the land use on the 
established retail hierarchy, and whether adequate statutory planning controls can be 
developed to control this form of development.

6.6. RETAILRETAIL  REQUIREMENTSREQUIREMENTS

This section examines the issue of retail floorspace requirements from two perspectives:

 Overall retail floorspace provision as indicated by metropolitan averages;

 Provision and distribution in particular centres as estimated using a computerised 
retail model.

6.1 Overall Provision

The 2000 Metropolitan Centres Policy statement (SPP 4.2) includes some general 
guidelines on Shopping Floorspace provision developed from overall population figures and 
total shopping floorspace. The guidelines are included in the table below;

Table
Standards of Retail Floorspace Provision

Centre Category Per Capita m2 NLA
Perth Central Area 0.20
Regional 0.61
District 0.40
Neighbourhood & Local 0.53
Total 1.74
Source – WAPC Statement of Planning Policy No 4.2 – Metropolitan Centres Policy Statement 
for the Perth Metropolitan Region 
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The standards are regional averages and are intended only to be used as guidelines for the 
provision of retail floorspace, to be applied with discretion and due regard for the wider 
circumstances of each case. They do not take into account types and mix of stores, shop 
hours or design of centres. 

The 2001 Estimated Resident Population of the City of Belmont was 29,995.  The City’s 
population is expected to increase to 37,200 by 2021 (according to DPI estimates and up to 
38,401 by the City’s estimates).

If the standards presented in the table are applied to the existing and future population of the 
City, this results in the calculated floorspace requirements indicated in the table below.

Table
City of Belmont Retail Floorspace Provision 2001 & 2021

Floorspace Requirement 
(to nearest 100 sqm)

Supply Surplus / 
shortfall

Centre 
category

Sqm NLA
Per capita 

2001 2021 2001 2021
Perth Central Area 0.20 6,000 7,400 Na Na
Regional 0.61 18,300 22,700 46,143 +23,443
District 0.40 12,000 14,900 0 - 14,900
Neighbourhood & 
Local

0.53 15,900 19,700 13,327 - 6,373

Highway & 
Industrial Areas

0.00 0 0 31,786 +31,786

Total 1.74 52,200 64,700 91,256 +33,956

The following key points should be noted from the above table:

 The “Requirement” relates entirely to the needs of the estimated population of the 
City of Belmont. It is not a requirement for floorspace in the wider sense. Depending 
on regional factors, the estimated requirement would vary considerably from the 
figures in the table. The purpose of the table is to relate the existing retail floorspace 
supply (which clearly serves a wider region) to the needs of the population of the City 
alone.

 In terms of the total amount of retail floorspace, the existing supply greatly exceeds 
the requirement of the City of Belmont population both now, and in the foreseeable 
future.

 Even though there is a nominal “shortfall” in district level floorspace, this is more than 
compensated for by the “surplus” of regional level floorspace. The Belmont Town 
Centre zone serves a district centre function for the City’s population as well a 
regional centre function, both for the City’s population and the wider sub-regional 
population.

 There is a nominal shortfall (both existing and future) in the amount of 
neighbourhood/ local floorspace estimated. This shortfall is somewhat overstated for 
the following reasons:

- The Belmont Town Centre zone also serves a Neighbourhood Centre role for 
the residential areas in its immediate vicinity;

- Several of the highway commercial areas also contain local-serving 
convenience centres;
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- It is clear from the site inspections and outcomes of public consultation for the 
Shopping Centre Revitalisation Project that virtually all the existing 
Neighbourhood / Local Centres are struggling to survive. Were the nominal 
shortfall a practical shortfall, then there would be indicators of viability, even 
prosperity in the Local Centres, not the reverse.

In overall quantitative terms the City of Belmont has a high level of access to retail shops. 
The existing floorspace is concentrated mainly in the Town Centre zone and along the 
highway. 

The expansion of existing neighbourhood and local centres is not specifically recommended, 
although any firm proposal for such an expansion should be favourably considered (refer 
Section 6.0 ‘The Strategy’). It should also be noted that a number of smaller stores operate 
under non-conforming use rights, and eventually may disappear altogether. Downsizing of 
some existing centres (such as Love Street) may assist in reducing vacant tenancies and 
other revitalisation. There may be potential for some mixed use development and increased 
residential development, providing the added benefit of passive surveillance. 

The majority of smaller neighbourhood shopping centres in the City have the benefit of being 
located close to the street, with a ’main street’ atmosphere. In the future these centres may 
attract more customers if they are upgraded, as there is a continuing trend to the more 
traditional type of centre. The Shopping Centre Revitalisation Project will assist with overall 
plans and future directions for these centres. 

The majority of existing Local Centres are surrounded by dual coded residential areas which 
encourages medium density housing. Expansion of these Local Centres could not occur 
without re-zoning surrounding residential lots, and would in most cases not be encouraged.

6.2 Retail Distribution

Retail floorspace provision and distribution within centres has been evaluated using a 
computerised retail model of the Perth Metropolitan Region. The model has been updated 
using commercial data from the Department for Planning and Infrastructure’s 2001/02 
Commercial and Industrial Survey, and the most recent population projections from the 
WAPC1. A detailed description of the model used for this analysis, together with the main 
results sheets of the current application are presented in Appendix A. The model was run for 
2006 (base year) and 2026. Results for 2026 were compared to those for 2006 to assist 
(together with other aspects of this study) in forming conclusions about the future of the 
City’s commercial centres. 

The conclusions of the retail modelling assessment are as follows:

 At present (2006) the Belmont Town Centre (in commercial terms) appears to be 
trading very well. With 46,997 sqm of Shop Retail Floorspace it has average annual 
sales somewhat in excess of $250 million2. This turnover is delivering sales per 
square metre performance in excess of the regional average. The trade area of the 
Belmont Town Centre extends well beyond the municipal boundary in all directions.

1 Western Australia Tomorrow; WAPC; November 2005
2 All money values in this section are in 2005 constant dollars
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 This sound performance is set to continue and gradually increase for the foreseeable 
future. By 2026, assuming the Town Centre has increased to 50,000 sqm of Shop 
Retail floorspace, it is estimated that average annual sales will exceed $297 million. 
This increase is primarily the result of anticipated population growth both within and 
outside the municipality to 2026. Potential expansion of retail floorspace in other 
regional and district centres throughout the region has also been accounted for when 
estimating this figure.

 Subject to land availability, some modest further expansion of retail floorspace in the 
Town Centre Frame could also be supported. However, in the interests of preserving 
any hope for the City’s neighbourhood and local centres, it is essential that any 
additional retail floorspace in the Town Centre or Town Centre Frame be restricted to 
region-serving uses such as mini-majors and higher-level specialty shops, rather 
than more local -serving components, such as delis or supermarkets.

 Most other retail floorspace within the City of Belmont is performing at a lower level 
than in the town centre. In some cases this is no cause for concern as bulky goods 
floorspace (of which the town Centre has very little) will always trade at lower levels 
of sales per square metre than will Shop Retail floorspace. However, the analysis 
indicates that most Shop Retail floorspace within the non-highway neighbourhood 
and local centres is (on average) performing barely at or below viable levels. This is 
notwithstanding that the current modelling has incorporated less retail floorspace in 
the neighbourhood/ local centres than was modelled previously.

 Notwithstanding the above, provided any future expansion of the Town Centre is 
limited to true regional uses, the modelling clearly indicates that the situation for the 
neighbourhood/ local centres does have the potential to change direction and 
gradually improve over the years to 2026. This potential mostly stems from the 
population projections for the City, which are far more optimistic now than they have 
been in the past. However, this potential improvement will depend very much upon:

- Careful management to ensure that competing Food and Groceries floorspace is 
not developed or expanded outside of the neighbourhood/ local centres. This 
applies particularly to the Great Eastern Highway and the Belmont Town Centre.

- Discouraging any Shop Retail development of any description, other than tourist-
oriented or incidental convenience retail, on the Perth Airport land.

- Improving the physical environment of the local centres to make them more 
attractive to local shoppers. In this regard some very positive steps have been 
taken under the City’s Shopping Centre Revitalisation Program.

If these steps are not taken, the genuine opportunity to revitalise the City’s local and 
neighbourhood centres will be lost. This fact has implications for the wider objective of 
creating a more sustainable, less car-dependent, urban environment.
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7.7. THETHE  STRATEGYSTRATEGY

This section outlines the Local Commercial Strategy that has been developed from 
consideration of the demographic and commercial analysis described in the preceding 
sections of this report.

7.1 Objectives

The primary objective of the Local Commercial Strategy is to help give effect to the 
Metropolitan Centres Policy, incorporating the general aims of Liveable Neighbourhoods. To 
achieve this, the following specific objectives have been defined:

 To establish an appropriate hierarchy of centres in the City of Belmont, and to 
manage other non-central commercial areas in a manner that will ensure continued 
support for the defined centres hierarchy;

 To encourage and promote development of attractive centres as the focus of the 
community and employment activities comprising a wide range of appropriate 
commercial and community uses;

 To control and contain commercial ribbon development and the intrusion of 
inappropriate retail and other non-industrial commercial uses into industrial areas by 
seeking to concentrate as much commercial development as possible within the 
defined centres;

 To promote sustainable urban development by ensuring that the centres are highly 
accessible (to pedestrians, public transport patrons and motorists); and are of a high 
standard of urban design, developed with due regard to the residential amenity of the 
locality;

 To streamline the planning approval process to the maximum practicable degree;

 To maintain an open minded and flexible approach to unforeseen development 
possibilities that may arise, particularly in relation to the redevelopment or 
refurbishment of the City’s neighbourhood and local centres.

In relation to the final objective, this strategy recognises that, regardless of how well 
considered and appropriate a particular local commercial strategy might be, it can never 
represent the only possible worthwhile future outcome for the City – the only “right” answer. 
Therefore, it is an important strategic objective to incorporate an open minded and flexible 
approach to unforeseen possibilities which may arise, particularly in relation to the 
neighbourhood and local centres.

7.2 The Strategy Map

Several of the recommendations contained in this section are illustrated on the following 
Strategy Map.
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7.3 The Hierarchy of Centres 

The hierarchy of centres and other non-central commercial areas in the City of Belmont are 
as follows:

 Regional Centre. (One centre– this includes not only the Belmont Town Centre zone, 
but also the Civic Precinct and the Belmont Regional Town Centre Frame). For the 
purposes of this strategy the Regional Centre also incorporates the section of the 
Mixed Use Area that has been specifically defined as a Warehouse Retail precinct.

 Neighbourhood Centres (One centre of 4,000 sqm [Belvidere Street]; and three 
smaller centres of varying size [Epsom Avenue, Kooyong Road, and Eastgate]).

 Local Centres (centres of varying size, including two which have not yet been built 
[The Springs and Ascot Waters]; and several very small centres).

 Great Eastern Highway Commercial strip.

 Perth Airport.

It is noted that there is no separate District Centre in the City of Belmont. The Belmont 
Regional/ Town Centre serves the dual function of a district centre within the City.

7.4 Specific Measures

Each of the following sub-sections first presents the specific strategy for a particular level in 
the centres hierarchy and other non-central areas. Following that, further explanatory text is 
provided where it is considered necessary to provide additional context and rationale.

7.4.1 Belmont Regional Centre

Strategy

 Permit the continued expansion of Shop Retail floorspace in the Town Centre zone and 
surrounding Town Centre Frame area following the preparation of an Economic Impact 
Statement and endorsement of such by the WAPC.  Any such expansion in the Town 
Centre zone should be intended or likely to contribute towards the Town Centre’s region-
serving role and supported by an overall development plan which ensures a “main 
street” development format.

 To assist in enforcing this requirement, amend the Scheme to include a statement in the 
intention of the Town Centre Zone to the effect that the zone plays an important regional 
role, and should accommodate region serving uses that re-enforce its regional character.

 Continue to encourage and facilitate to the maximum practicable degree the 
redevelopment of the Old Belmont Shopping Centre.

 Ensure that all development within the Town Centre Frame takes the form of “main 
street” development for the purposes of implementing Clause 5.4 of the Metropolitan 
Centres Policy.

 Facilitate and encourage additional Shop Retail floorspace expansion in the Town 
Centre Frame, in accordance with the requirements of Clause 5.4 of the Metropolitan 
Centres Policy.
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 Facilitate and encourage additional office, mixed use and recreational developments 
within the Town Centre Frame.

 Except for the Abernethy Road frontage, do not permit showrooms within the Town 
Centre Zone or the Town Centre Frame, unless their size and design is consistent with 
the objective of creating a “main street” environment.

 Encourage and facilitate the development of showrooms within the Mixed Business 
zone.

In broad terms, the Belmont “Regional Centre” is comprised of several loosely related albeit 
well-connected parts. These are:

 Belmont Town Centre zone (generally bounded by Abernethy Road, Fulham Street, 
Knutsford Avenue and Wright Street);

 Belmont Regional Town Centre Frame (including a number of properties which 
interface with the Town Centre zone and are depicted on the Strategy Map);

 The Civic Precinct (generally bounded by Abernethy Road, Alexander Road, 
Robinson Avenue and Wright Street);

 Part of the Mixed Business area adjacent to the Civic & Cultural precinct, which 
contains the Warehouse Retail Precinct.

The Regional Centre is the commercial and civic heart of Belmont. At the regional scale the 
various elements are proximate and well-connected. They all have a region-serving function 
that in some cases extends well beyond the municipal boundaries. 

The Town Centre zone is the most important part of the Regional Centre and is generally 
bounded by Abernethy Road, Fulham Street, Knutsford Avenue and Wright Street. The 
Town Centre zone is the only Regional Centre within the City of Belmont. It is classified as 
such under the previous Metropolitan Centres Policy Statement. Under the Policy, Regional 
Centres can develop to a maximum of 50,000 sqm NLA without referral to the WAPC. They 
can be larger than this, provided their size has been determined through a commercial 
strategy or Commission endorsed centre plan.  

The Draft Statement of Planning Policy ‘Activity Centres for Perth and Peel’ no longer 
contains retail caps and it is considered that the Town Centre zone has the potential to 
increase its Shop Retail floorspace from its currently estimated level of 46,997 sqm.  The 
continued expansion of Shop Retail floorspace in the Town Centre zone and surrounding 
Town Centre Frame area should be supported following the preparation of an Economic 
Impact Statement and endorsement of such by the WAPC.  Any such expansion in the Town 
Centre zone should be intended or likely to contribute towards the Town Centre’s region-
serving role and supported by an overall development plan which ensures a “main street” 
development format.
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These increases in retail floor area could be realised without significant negative impacts on 
other centres within the City or beyond, provided the additional expansion primarily 
accommodated region-serving comparison goods outlets, and not local serving convenience 
goods. It is considered important that the expansion capacity of the Belmont Town Centre 
zone be used for region-serving uses in order to protect the viability of Neighbourhood and 
Local Centres. This may be difficult to achieve unless the scheme provisions become more 
specific. For this reason, the Strategy recommends that the Scheme be amended to include 
a statement in the intention of the Town Centre Zone that ‘The Town Centre zone plays an 
important regional role, and should accommodate region serving uses that re-enforce its 
regional character’. 

In terms of other uses, regional and district offices should be encouraged to locate in the 
centre, as could significant regional recreation facilities. At the moment the emphasis in the 
Belmont Town Centre zone is overwhelmingly on retail floorspace through the dominance of 
the Belmont Forum, and it is recommended that more diversity of the centre be encouraged 
(particularly through development within Belmont Regional Town Centre Frame). 

The form of the Town Centre zone and its surrounds provides a good opportunity to initiate a 
process of evolution and change that will over time enable the Town Centre zone to expand 
across its boundary roads to more finely integrate with its surroundings through mixed-use 
development. It is in the immediately surrounding areas that professional offices and the like 
may be able to establish. 

To date, there has been limited redevelopment or mixed use developments in the Belmont 
Regional Town Centre Frame. However, there have been recent development approvals for 
mixed uses which would indicate that a demand for such uses is now establishing in the 
centre.  In order for larger mixed use developments to occur, landowners would need to 
amalgamate lots to have enough land for car parking on site. Most of the lots are small, and 
incentives need to be provided to facilitate mixed use development. More large scale 
developments could be encouraged by allowing incidental shop retailing for high quality 
mixed use developments that incorporate offices on the ground floor and residential above.

The Old Belmont Shopping Centre is in need of re-development. Difficulties are recognised 
due to the disparate ownership of this area, in a context that does not facilitate individual 
redevelopment action. Negotiations have been conducted and a portion of landowners 
intend to redevelop in the short term. Continued pressure in this direction is nevertheless 
required to encourage complete redevelopment of the Centre in the longer-term interests of 
the Town Centre zone and it is recommended that Council’s Planning Department continue 
to encourage redevelopment of this area.

Showrooms should be discouraged from establishing in the Regional Centre (except for the 
Abernethy Road frontage); the Mixed Business or Mixed Use zones are more appropriate for 
showrooms. Showrooms are a ‘discretionary’ use in the Town Centre zone, which means 
that they are not permitted unless granted specific Council approval. Such approval should 
not be granted unless their size and design is consistent with a “main street” environment.

On the other hand Shop Retail uses should be discouraged from locating anywhere other 
than in the Town Centre Zone or Frame; or other defined shopping centres, except where 
specifically controlled under the provisions of the Warehouse Retail precinct. Shop Retail 
developments in the Mixed Use zone or along the highway could detract significantly from 
the viability of retail shops located in the Town Centre zone and the local and neighbourhood 
shopping centres.
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Mixed Business Zone
The Central Belmont Mixed Business zone is centrally located, in close proximity to the 
Belmont Town Centre and has access links to and from Great Eastern Highway, Graham 
Farmer Freeway, Orrong Road and Leach Highway.  The Mixed Business area has distinct 
characteristics that separate it from the remaining ‘Mixed Use’ zone.

The Mixed Use zone still remains in the City outside the central Belmont area.

It is important not to permit the establishment of retail uses in the Mixed Business Zone that 
would be more appropriately located within the shopping centres. It is therefore 
recommended that Shop Retail uses as defined by the Department for Planning and 
Infrastructure not be permitted in the Mixed Business Zone, unless a Warehouse Retail 
precinct is later incorporated following discussions with the WAPC. The only retail uses that 
should be permitted in the Mixed Use Zone are “Other Retail” uses, as defined by the 
Department for Planning and Infrastructure.

7.4.2 Neighbourhood and Local Centres

Strategy

 Acknowledge the potential importance of the neighbourhood and local centres and 
continue to strenuously encourage and facilitate their revitalisation through such 
initiatives as the Shopping Centre Revitalisation Project.

 Leverage the projected future population growth within the City to actively facilitate 
(through zoning and other means) medium and high density residential redevelopment 
within at least a 200 metre radius of each neighbourhood/ local centre. 

 Protect the neighbourhood and local centres by consistently ensuring that no further 
retail development likely to serve primarily neighbourhood/ local markets is permitted 
other than in a neighbourhood/ local centre.
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 The Kooyong Road and Belvidere Street/ Epsom Avenue neighbourhood centres should 
also be encouraged to upgrade and increase their attractiveness through the preparation 
of ‘Urban Design Concept Plans’.

 Provide proportional financial and other appropriate incentives to serious proponents of 
neighbourhood/ local centre upgrading.

 While encouraging the development of a new local convenience centre within Ascot 
Waters itself, the proposal for an additional retail development on Lot 713 Grandstand 
Road should no longer form part of any commercial strategy.

 The following Local Centres should be positively encouraged to remain at about their 
present sizes and function, but be modernised and otherwise improved where 
practicable:

Wright Street (corner Wright Street / Orrong Road)
Belmont Square (corner Orrong Road / Oats Street)
Love Street (corner Love Street / Firby Street)
Eastgate Commercial Centre (corner Great Eastern Highway and Kooyong Road)

 The following Local Centres should be positively encouraged to remain at about their 
present sizes and function, but be modernised and otherwise improved where 
practicable:

- Wright Street (corner Wright Street / Orrong Road)
- Belmont Square (corner Orrong Road / Oats Street)
- Love Street (corner Love Street / Firby Street)
- Eastgate Commercial Centre (corner Great Eastern Highway and Kooyong Road)

 The following Local Centres should preferably be retained at their current sizes, but may 
be allowed to downsize through suitable redevelopment proposals to contain local 
convenience retail floorspace of no less than 200 sqm:

- Belmay (corner Sydenham Street / Epsom Avenue)
- Belgravia Street (corner Gabriel Street)
- Francisco Street (corner Acton Avenue)

Ideally, any proposal to downsize a local centre should be limited.  

 The corner shop at 397 Belmont Avenue (near the corner of Kew Street) could be 
allowed to be phased out entirely, should the owners wish to do so.

 Notwithstanding the clear preferences for specific neighbourhood and local centres 
expressed above, this Strategy proposes to maintain a flexible approach that will in the 
final analysis allow the market to operate reasonably freely in relation to neighbourhood / 
local centre expansions, contractions and other potential redevelopment scenarios. Any 
reasonable proposal will be considered on its individual merits, and will be treated 
favourably if the net effect on the quality, quantity and/ or distribution of neighbourhood / 
local centres within the City is likely to be improved as a result.
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From an urban planning perspective there is a clear need to ensure the viability of 
neighbourhood and local centres. Although there may be limited measures that can 
realistically be undertaken by Council, no effort should be spared within the scope of these 
limits to help bring the neighbourhood and local centres out of the doldrums they currently 
appear to be in. Fortunately, the modelling indicates that, largely due to projected 
population growth, application of consistent positive policy in favour of the neighbourhood/ 
local centres, has a reasonable chance of success.

In order to increase the population living close to existing neighbourhood and local centres, 
Council has already permitted medium density housing around the main shopping centres. 
In addition, Council has completed streetscape works for each Neighbourhood Centre, to 
make these areas more attractive and pedestrian friendly. Both of these measures should be 
widened and intensified.

It is projected that the City of Belmont can now look forward to a prolonged period of steady 
population growth, the majority of which will occur through redevelopment. It is intended to 
leverage this projected growth to actively facilitate medium and high density residential 
redevelopment within a 200 metre radius of each neighbourhood/ local centre.

Under Clause 3 of Schedule No. 2 under the City of Belmont Town Planning Scheme No. 
14, Council has the discretion to approve a shop within Ascot Waters. Under Clause 4 of 
Schedule No. 2 Council also has the discretion to approve the additional use of shop on 
Lot 713 Grandstand Road. While there is a sound rationale for some convenience retail 
facilities within Ascot Waters, the same cannot be said for retail development on Grandstand 
Road. It is therefore recommended that consideration be given to removing this potential 
from the Strategy.

The floorspace for ‘The Springs’ (corner Gt. Eastern Highway and Brighton Road) local 
centre is proposed to be 400m2 as part of Scheme 13. It is intended to serve the future 
residential population of the area, as well as employees in the commercial development.  
However, any commercial development in this precinct should reinforce the sustainability of 
the Eastgate Centre.

The local centre earmarked for the corner of Coolgardie Avenue and Great Eastern Highway 
in Redcliffe will not eventuate. The property despite being zoned ‘Commercial’ under the City 
of Belmont Town Planning Scheme No. 14 has largely been developed with a Child Care 
Centre. The Commercial zoning was originally intended to facilitate development of a 
Neighbourhood Centre that would adequately service the surrounding residential area 
including Tibradden Estate.  Consequently it is proposed that some limited retail floorspace 
(300m2) be considered on the opposite corner of Coolgardie and Great Eastern Highway 
(No. 398).

In the case of Wright Street, some expansion of Other Retail and Office / Business uses 
could be permitted on the Orrong Road frontage, subject to access and egress issues being 
satisfactorily addressed. This would cater for the developer-driven demand to cater for 
Orrong Road passing traffic in a manner consistent with the recommendations of Council’s 
Orrong Road Planning Study and Amendment No. 14.
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Within the positive policy framework proposed for the neighbourhood and local centres, it is 
nevertheless recommended that the market be allowed to operate reasonably freely in 
relation to centre expansions, contractions and other potential redevelopment scenarios. It is 
recommended that the phasing out of neighbourhood/ local centres not be a specific 
objective of this strategy, but that if proposals are received to downsize existing centres in 
favour of residential redevelopment, that these be given positive consideration on their 
individual merits. Nevertheless, it is recommended that, ideally, any proposal to downsize a 
local centre should be limited and that some local convenience facility should be retained at 
each and every local centre site.

7.4.4 Great Eastern Highway Commercial
Strategy

 No additional supermarkets or convenience stores should be permitted other than those 
currently existing or firmly planned.  However, given the failure of the Tibradden Local 
Centre to develop any retail floorspace, consideration could be given to allowing up to 
300m2 retail floorspace within the existing office/showroom development located 
abutting at 398 Great Eastern Highway.

 Additional Shop Retail uses should not be permitted; the only retail uses that should be 
permitted in the Highway Commercial complexes are designated Other Retail uses.

 Office/ Business uses of high quality appearance should continue to be encouraged.

 Opportunities should be seized through the development control process to, wherever 
possible, rationalise and improve traffic access to commercial properties on the highway.

 More frequent safe pedestrian crossing points should be provided on Great Eastern 
Highway.

The Highway Commercial area is an extremely valuable area economically. It generates a 
lot of business and employs many people. However, a recent trend for local-serving 
convenience outlets to establish on the highway is definitely cause for concern, not because 
those outlets will not work in this location (they may) but because of the potential negative 
effects such development may have on the non-highway oriented local centres.

7.4.5 Perth Airport
Strategy

 That any retail development proposed on airport land be considered within the context 
of the wider commercial centres network both regionally and locally.  Appropriate 
zoning and landuse controls compatible with the City’s Local Planning Scheme should 
be pursued as a priority.

It is recognised that the Council has limited influence over development on the Perth Airport 
land, which is under Commonwealth jurisdiction. Major development of non-aviation land is 
proposed under the Airport’s Master Plan, and is currently being implemented. A 
considerable amount of this development is intended to accommodate “Warehouse/ 
showroom” uses, which suggests considerable potential for floorspace suitable for tenanting 
by certain types of retail outlets. However, it is considered that commercial (including retail) 
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development on the airport land without appropriate planning within the local and regional 
context has the capacity to significantly detract from the ‘planned’ retail and mixed use areas 
in the City of Belmont. 

Any retail development proposed on airport land must be considered within the context of 
the wider commercial centres network within the Perth metropolitan region and as such 
appropriate zoning and landuse controls compatible with the City’s Local Planning Scheme 
should be pursued as a priority.

8.8. IMPLEMENTATIONIMPLEMENTATION

It is envisaged that the recommendations presented in this commercial strategy will be 
implemented through the review of the Scheme text and maps.

Individual project implementation arising from the Strategy will be linked to performance 
measures under Council’s Strategic Plan.

8.1 Monitoring and Review

As part of the statutory requirement for a five-yearly review of the town planning scheme, the 
current Commercial Strategy has been reviewed and updated.  It is proposed that the 
revised Commercial Strategy be advertised and adopted along with any other revisions to 
the Scheme.  Further extensive review is not envisaged before the next formal five year 
review.

Monitoring and review of the success of such initiatives as the Neighbourhood Centres 
Revitalisation Project is ongoing and is linked to performance measures under Council’s 
Strategic Plan.
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